The Miracle in the World (The Second Translation of 721st-736th Poem of Tcheonzamun)
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Abstract: The present researchers utilized the 16 Chinese characters in Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) from 721⁴ character to 736⁶ character. And its title is ‘the miracle in the world’. This poem was already translated in Korean pronunciation by present researchers [1]. Therefore this is the second translation of 721st-736th poem of Tcheonzamun. This is the present condition of Augustin. If I can keep my anger from the expression, I want to call it ‘the miracle in the world’. And if I can forgive the person, I will call it the great miracle in the world. My Lord Jesus, give me, Augustin, a force to forgive other person whom I do not love, amen!
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INTRODUCTION
The present researchers tried to translate the Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) [2, 3]. Dallet [4] wrote that Tcheonzamun has been utilized in teaching Chinese characters to the children on Tchin dynasty, the first unified country in China during the year of BC 200 [4]. This poem was already translated in Korean pronunciation by present researchers [1]. Therefore this is the second translation of 721st-736th poem of Tcheonzamun.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present researchers utilized the 16 Chinese characters in Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) from 721⁴ character to 736⁶ character. The researchers considered that these 16 letters composed a poem. And the poem is made of two parts; the first part is the first line, and the second part is composed of three lines; the second line, the third line and the fourth line [3]. The first part usually says the general fact, while the second part expresses the new and wider idea even including the first part.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The next is considered as a poem. It is consisted of 16 letters from 721⁴ to 736⁶ characters of Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay). And its title is ‘the miracle in the world’.
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Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese characters Pronunciation of Chinese character in Korean language Meaning of the line of 4 characters.

721-724 兩疏見機 Yang So Gyeon Gi If the two persons want each other to find the opportunity (機) to make bad of the other person (見), both of them (兩) might be separated (疏). Because it will be a good solution for this problem. Such a method is often used.

725-728 解組誰逼 Hae Zo Soo Pib No, it is not a good solution. If somebody (誰) will take a role in order to solve this problem (逼), the man or the woman will bind again (組) the biased condition of the two persons (解).

729-732 索居閑處 Saeg Keo Han Tcheo Am I willing to live (處) in the comfortable state (閑)? In this case, I must have an intention to find out the solution. How do I take such an answer? I have to search some explanation for the enemy (索) to whom I have deep hatred. And I must have (居) a tolerance for my enemy.

733-736 沈默寂寥 Tchim Moog Zeog Yo If I want to be (寥) in an easy state without trouble (寂), I must control (默) my bad temper to other people and/or my expression of the anger (沈).

This is the present condition of Augustin. If I can keep my anger from the expression, I want to call it ‘the miracle in the world’. And if I can forgive the person, I will call it the great miracle in the world. My Lord Jesus, give me, Augustin, a force to forgive other person whom I do not love, amen!
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